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Abstract. To take advantage of multicore parallelism, programmers
and compilers rewrite, or transform, programs to expose loop-level
parallelism. Showing the correctness, or legality, of such program trans-
formations enables their incorporation into compilers. However, the
correctness of inspector/executor strategies, which develop parallel sched-
ules at runtime for computations with nonaffine array accesses, rests on
the correctness of the inspector code itself. Since inspector code is often
provided in a run-time library, showing the correctness of an inspec-
tor/executor transformation in a compiler requires proving the correct-
ness of any hand-written or compiler-generated inspector code as well. In
this paper, we present a formally defined language (called PseudoC) for
representing loops with indirect array accesses. We describe how using
this language, where the reads and writes in array assignments are dis-
tinguished, it is possible to formally prove the correctness of a wave-
front parallelism inspector in HOL4. The key idea is to reason about the
equivalence of the original code and the inspector/executor code based
on operational semantics for the PseudoC grammar and properties of an
executable action graph representation of the original and executor loops.

1 Introduction

Inspector/executor strategies refer to a category of program transformations
that apply to loop nests with non-affine memory references and loop bounds.
The executor is a transformed version of the original code, and the inspector
code implements parallelization and/or run-time reordering by performing a
data reordering and/or a reordering of loop iterations into a new schedule. The
new schedules and/or data orderings are created to parallelize the loop and/or
improve the data locality.

In this paper, we focus on reordering iterations of a sequential loop into
a sequence of wavefronts, where all of the iterations within a wavefront can
be executed in parallel. A wavefront parallelism inspector/executor transforma-
tion consists of the compile-time transformation of loops with non-affine array
accesses, like the one in Fig. 1, into an inspector and an executor as shown in
Fig. 2. Assuming that the index arrays h, g, and f from Fig. 1 are not modified
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// ==== original executor

for (i=lb; i<ub; i++ ) {

A[h[i]]=...A[g[i]]

...A[f[i+1]]...

}

wavefront 0

wavefront 1

wavefront 2

Fig. 1. Example original code with
indirect array accesses and an example
action graph.

// ==== inspector

// Code that generates the data

// structures to represent

// iterations in each wavefront.

// ==== transformed executor

for (w=0; w<numwave; w++) {

parfor ( i in wavefront(w) ) {

A[h[i]]=...A[g[i]]

...A[f[i+1]]...

}

}

Fig. 2. The inspector and executor
code after applying the wavefront par-
allelism transformation.

in the loop being transformed, the dependencies between iterations in the origi-
nal loop can be determined at runtime immediately before the execution of the
loop itself.

Figure 1 also illustrates what we call an action graph for the example loop
given that lb = 0, ub = 6, h[] = {4,3,3,5,1,7}, g[] = {1,3,0,0,6,6}, and
f[] = {-1,2,1,5,5,4,7}. Each node in the action graph contains all of the read
and write access information for a statement instance and enough information
about the statement to enable execution of that statement. The read and write
information as well as original execution order is used to connect nodes with
data dependence edges. The action graph differs from a dependence graph in
that a data-flow dependence graph just indicates the partial ordering between
iterations and is not executable.

Inspector strategies are quite prevalent in the literature [1–10]. They are
implemented manually [9], with code generators for specific kernels [10], and
with compilers inserting calls to run-time library inspectors [11]. The main dif-
ference between these approaches and the one we are presenting is that we give
formal, mechanically checked proofs of the correctness of both the inspector, and
also the data dependence analysis that the inspector depends on. The inspec-
tor code is non-trivial because its efficiency often derives from specializing the
implementation for a specific kernel and/or a restricted set of kernels with certain
characteristics, such as the sparse matrix data structure being used.

In this paper, we present a formal strategy for proving the correctness of
inspectors that we are in the process of applying to the wavefront parallelization
inspector/executor transformation. The first realization is that we can break
out the reads and writes in the representation of the original computation, pro-
viding a convenient picture of a program’s memory behavior. This leads to our
language PseudoC, which is given a formal small-step operational semantics (one
that allows for interleaving across concurrent computations). We continue with
a general theorem connecting our formalization of the action graph view of a
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program to its realization in PseudoC. This connection allows proofs of program
equivalence in the presence of iteration reordering and/or parallelization. Pre-
conditions on such results then serve as the formal specification of inspectors.
Using the HOL4 theorem prover [12], we then show the correctness of a sim-
ple inspector that uses wavefronts. The methods and advantages of mechanized
proof (simply, a much stronger assurance of correctness) are discussed further
in Sect. 3.2. Mechanizing the full wavefront parallelization inspector/executor
is ongoing work. We ultimately aim to provide a library of verified inspec-
tor/executor parallelization transformations.

Section 2 describes the applicability and limitations of a wavefront paralleliza-
tion micro-benchmark. Section 3 indicates why the typical approach to showing
the legality of auto-parallelization and other program transformations using data
dependence abstractions is problematic when applying this approach to inspec-
tor/executor strategies. Section 4 presents the PseudoC grammar that breaks out
reads and writes to enable formal reasoning about data dependencies. Section 5
describes how the proof is done in HOL4 using the action graph and small-
step operational semantics for PseudoC. Section 6 summarizes related work, and
Sect. 7 concludes.

2 Applicability of Wavefront Parallelization

Wavefront parallelization has been applied to applications such as sparse tri-
angular solvers [13], doacross loops in PERFECT benchmarks [14], and more
recently in various benchmarks and a proxy application called UMT (Unstruc-
tured Mesh for Transport code) [15]. We developed a microbenchmark and
wavefront inspector/executor to use as an initial case study for developing an
approach to formally proving the correctness of inspector/executor transforma-
tions. This section describes the micro-benchmark and presents some exper-
imental results to illustrate the applicability of the wavefront parallelization
transformation.

The micro-benchmark, with the original code and executor shown in Fig. 3,
reads in a square, sparse matrix and uses the pattern of non-zero entries in the
sparse matrix to provide a do across loop dependence pattern1. For each non-
zero entry, the benchmark performs a parameterized summation involving expo-
nent calls to enable experimentation with the arithmetic intensity (flops/byte).
If the amount of work is set to zero, then no exp() calls will occur but at least
four adds will occur each iteration. The particular summation in the inner loop
was selected because it converges to a small number, which enables easy testing.
The result of the summation is added to the data array as indexed by the row
and column of the non-zero entries.

The wavefront executor is shown in Fig. 3. The initial inspector for our case
study is serial, but we also plan to implement the parallel wavefront inspectors
by Rauchwerger et al. [14] and Zhuang et al. [15]. The serial inspector code in
1 If there is a non-zero at location Aij in the sparse matrix and i < j, then there is a

dependence between iteration i and j (i must execute before j).
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// =========== Original Code ===========

// foreach non-zero Aij in sparse matrix:

for (int p=0; p<nnz; p++) {

// sum = Σw−1
k=0 1 / exp( k * data[row[p]] * data[col[p]] )

double sum = 0.0;

for (int k=0; k<workPerIter; k++) {

sum += 1.0/ exp(( double)k*data[row[p]]* data[col[p]]);

}

data[row[p]] += 1.0 + sum;

data[col[p]] += 1.0 + sum;

}

// =========== Executor =======

// for each wavefront

for (int w=0; w<= max_wave; w++) {

// foreach non-zero Aij in sparse matrix in wavefront

#pragma omp parallel for shared(data)

for (int k=wavestart[w]; k<wavestart[w+1]; k++) {

int p = wavefronts[k];

// same loop body as in Original Code

}

}

Fig. 3. The wavebench micro-benchmark original code and executor.

our case study visits each iteration of the original loop in order and keeps track
of the last write and read for each data element in an array. This information
is used to determine the earliest wavefront in which to place an iteration while
still satisfying data dependencies.

We ran wavebench on an HP-Z800-Xeon E5520-SATA, 8 core 2.26 GHz with
12 GB of RAM, 32 KB L1, 256 KB L2, and two 8 MB L3 caches, where each L3
cache is shared by 4 cores. The sparse matrices used are from the Davis Florida
Collection [16] and range from 3.1 to 8.5 million non-zeroes.

Figure 4 shows the speedup of the executor for the five matrices we ran when
the number of exp() calls were set to 4. The average parallelism in the action
graph for each sparse matrix is shown in parentheses next to the sparse matrix
name. Average parallelism is the number of iterations divided by the number of
wavefronts, or critical path length. The inspector overhead was less than running
the executor once. Note that the 1d5pt.mm does not have any parallelism to
exploit, so wavefront parallelization only adds additional loop overhead.

As an exemplar, this micro-benchmark has many benefits. We can determine
when wavefront parallelism will be beneficial by modifying the amount of work
being performed in the inner loop. When the number of exp() calls is 4 or
above, all of the input matrices with parallelism have a speedup of 2 or higher.
This indicates that for this machine a computation would require a lot of work
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Fig. 4. Speedup of the wavebench micro-benchmark on a Xeon 2x quad core.

within the loop for wavefront parallelism to be useful. The other benefit of this
micro-benchmark is that the dependencies between iterations in the loop are
not artificially generated. They derive from sparse matrices applicable to real
applications.

The limitation of the benchmark is that it is an artificial computation kernel
and we are only performing one inspector/executor strategy to it, specifically
wavefront parallelism. The simplicity of the computational kernel and the single,
non-parallel inspector ease the process of developing an approach to performing
formal verification of inspector/executor transformation correctness.

3 The Legality of Program Transformations

In the compilers research area, the legality of auto parallelization and program
transformations are determined by performing a data dependence analysis and
then checking whether the transformed representation of the program still sat-
isfies the original dependencies [17–20]. In this Section, we review how depen-
dence analysis has been used in the past to determine transformation legality
and indicate issues that arise when applying this approach to inspector/executor
transformations.

3.1 Using Data Dependence Analysis to Argue Correctness

The data dependencies between computations (i.e., iterations in a loop) are
derivable from how each iteration reads and writes data. Data dependence analy-
sis represents such data dependencies with various levels of precision [21]. For
computations with indirect array accesses, Wonnacott and Pugh [22] introduced
the idea of using uninterpreted function symbols to represent dependence rela-
tions in such codes at compile time. They used this representation to improve
the detection of fully parallel loops at compile-time, and they also suggested
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using the approach to create run-time checks to determine parallelism. Hybrid
Analysis [23,24] uses a “uniform set representation” to perform as much data
dependence analysis for parallelism detection at compile time as possible, with
generated code that performs any necessary dynamic checks.

The Sparse Polyhedral Framework [25,26] took the use of uninterpreted func-
tions in data dependence relations further than just detecting parallelization to
the determination of constraints on index arrays generated by inspector/executor
strategies. Performing a data dependence analysis with petit (a tool available
with the Omega project [27]) and specifying the transformations as relations, a
manual proof of correctness using pre and post conditions was performed for the
full sparse tiling transformation applied to the Gauss-Seidel computation [28].

As an example of deriving such constraints, the data dependence relation for
the original kernel in the wavebench micro-benchmark in Fig. 3 is:

{[p] → [p′] | (p < p′) ∧ (0 ≤ p, p′ < nnz) ∧ ((row(p) = row(p′))
∨(row(p) = col(p′)) ∨ (col(p) = row(p′)) ∨ (col(p) = col(p′)))},

where row() and col() are uninterpreted function symbols representing the cor-
responding index arrays. Note that the variable sum is privatizable. It would
also be possible to detect that the full loop is a reduction, but for simplicity of
the micro-benchmark we ignore that and derive the dependencies caused by the
increment on the accesses to the data array.

The wavefront parallelization transformation can be expressed in the Sparse
Polyhedral Framework using the following relation: {[p] → [w, p] | w = wave(p)},
where w is the iterator over wavefronts in Fig. 3 and the p loop in the transformed
code is parallel. The transformed space [w, p] is executed in lexicographical order
except for the p loop, which since it has been specified as parallel, will execute
in parallel for each instance of w. The waves loop with iterator w is executed in
sequential order. Applying this transformation to the data dependence relation
for the original loop results in the transformed dependencies:

{[w, p] → [w′, p′] |w = wave(p) ∧ w′ = wave(p′) ∧ (p < p′) ∧ (0 ≤ p, p′ < nnz)
∧ ((row(p) = row(p′)) ∨ (row(p) = col(p′))
∨ (col(p) = row(p′)) ∨ (col(p) = col(p′)))}.

The transformed data dependence relation, and thus the transformation that
created it, is legal if the dependencies are all lexicographically positive. For this
example, this leads to the constraint that if there was an original dependence
between iteration p and p′, then it must be the case that wave(p) is strictly less
than wave(p′), ensuring that iteration p is executed before iteration p′ in the
new wavefront parallel schedule.

Current inspector/executor implementations of wavefront schedules such as
[14,15] present their inspector algorithms and argue that they place iterations
from the original loop into wavefronts so that the original dependencies are
satisfied. This approach for determining the correctness of inspector/executor
transformations assumes that the data dependence analysis (often performed
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manually for a particular class of computations) is correct, and also uses informal
arguments to show the inspector implementation is correct.

3.2 Why Mechanized Proofs

Yang et al.’s experience [29] is a strong suggestion that the only way to avoid bugs
in C compilers is through formal verification. Their work found code generation
(“middle end”) bugs in 10 different C compilers (e.g., 202 in LLVM; 79 in GCC,
including 25 classed as release-blocking). In contrast, the only bugs found in the
mechanically verified CompCert compiler [30] were in its at-the-time-unverified
front-end, and in the interface to its assembler.

There is no reason to suppose that inspector-executor optimizations should
be immune to bugs; if anything, the optimizations’ complexity likely provides
lots of hiding places for bugs. The only tools capable of verifying compilers at the
requisite level of detail are interactive theorem-proving systems, such as ACL2,
Coq (used for CompCert), Isabelle, PVS and HOL4 (used in this work). These
systems are capable of defining the relevant semantics (e.g., for C and for the
instruction set of the CPU), defining the functions that transform syntax, and
proving that the functions are actually correct.

Performing such verifications is extremely labor-intensive (see Sect. 5.5 below
on how this might be ameliorated), but there seems to be no better way towards
high assurance.

4 Expressing Codes in PseudoC

Our approach enables formal proofs of the correctness of an inspector/executor
transformation without assuming correct data dependence analysis, or a correct
inspector implementation. We start with a representation for the original code
and the executor that separates the reads from the writes in assignment state-
ments. This is the PseudoC language, for which we have defined a small-step
operational semantics capturing possible interleaving concurrent execution.

In addition to the operational semantics for PseudoC, we have also defined
a function that maps a PseudoC program into an action graph representation
that tracks all reads and writes (Sect. 5.2). This action graph representation is
used only during proofs: it is a mathematical artifact, albeit one that inspectors
may try to approximate with their own runtime analyses.

Figure 5 shows the grammar for PseudoC, which is rich enough to represent
original code with for-loops and indirect array references, and the case study
inspector and executor. The operational semantics for some example PseudoC
statements are shown in Fig. 6. The semantics relates pairs of memories and
pieces of PseudoC syntax.

The original code and the executor perform assignments to array elements
via the Assign production rule where the reads are represented as 〈dexpr〉s so
that the operational semantics can indicate the ability for reads and writes from
different iterations within a parallel loop to be interleaved. The first inference rule
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in Fig. 6 is for the Assign statement, which assigns a value to an array element.
Given that the conditions above the horizontal rule are true, then the memory
state m0 will be updated to the memory state m and the Assign statement will
be replaced with the Done assignment, representing successful termination. The
value V(i) is an expression that has been fully evaluated to an integer i, in this
case representing the index at which the array will be updated.

When a ForLoop or a ParLoop is interpreted, the loop body is replicated as
many times as there are loop iterations. (In the original code and the executor, we
assume that all loops are bounded). Each copy of the loop body has instances of
the iterator variable replaced the appropriate value from the iteration’s domain.
The copies are then collected underneath a Seq or Par construct (Fig. 6 shows
a ForLoop and therefore a Seq construct).

The final two rules in Fig. 6 illustrate how loop bodies then evaluate with Seq
and Par constructors. In the Seq, the first iteration has to evaluate to completion
before any others can evaluate. In the Par, any loop body can take a step at any
stage, representing the possible interleaving that parallel loops afford.

〈value〉 ::= Int 〈int〉
| Real 〈real〉
| Bool 〈bool〉
| Array 〈value list〉
| Error

〈expr〉 ::= VarExp 〈ident〉
| ISub 〈ident〉 〈expr〉
| 〈expr〉 〈binop〉 〈expr〉
| 〈unaryop〉 〈expr〉
| Value 〈value〉

〈dexpr〉 ::= DValue 〈value〉
| ARead 〈ident〉 〈expr〉
| VRead 〈ident〉

〈domain〉 ::= D 〈expr〉 〈expr〉
〈stmt〉 ::= Assign ( 〈ident〉, 〈expr〉 ) 〈dexpr-list〉

〈rhs-f 〉
| AssignVar 〈ident〉 〈dexpr-list〉 〈rhs-f 〉
| IfStmt 〈expr〉 〈stmt〉 〈stmt〉
| Malloc 〈ident〉 〈int〉 〈value〉
| ForLoop 〈ident〉 〈domain〉 〈stmt〉
| ParLoop 〈ident〉 〈domain〉 〈stmt〉
| Seq 〈stmt-list〉
| Par 〈stmt-list〉
| Abort

| Done

Fig. 5. The abstract syntax tree grammar for the PseudoC language. To break out the
reads from the writes, the array element assignment Assign and the variable assignment
AssignVar statements include a list of 〈dexpr〉s and then a lambda function called the
right-hand side function 〈rhs − f〉 that can map a list of 〈value〉s to a single value.

5 Proof of Correctness

5.1 Original Code and Executor Equivalence

The heart of the correctness problem is verifying that, after the inspector has
done its work, the original code and the executor have the same effect. However,
the original code and the executor may execute their array assignments in radi-
cally different orders. To formally capture the equivalence between old and new
programs we map their syntax into a domain where non-conflicting assignments
can be executed in any order and compare the results there.
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(∀r ∈ reads. isValue(r)) upd array(m0, id , i, rhsf (reads)) = m

(m0, Assign((id ,V(i)), reads, rhsf )) −→ (m, Done)

evalexpr(m, e1) = l evalexpr(m, e2) = u

(m, ForLoop(id ,D(e1, e2), s)) −→ (m, Seq[s[id := l], s[id := l + 1], . . . , s[id := u − 1]])

(m0, s1) −→ (m, s)

(m0, Seq [s1, s2, ..., sn] −→ (m, Seq [s, s2, ..., sn])

(m0, c0) −→ (m, c)

(m0,Par [p, ..., c0, ..., s] −→ (m,Par [p, ..., c, ..., s])

Fig. 6. Example operational semantic rules for PseudoC.

The domain we choose is the nested action graph. The nodes of these graphs
are either (recursively) sub-graphs themselves, or at the base case, pending array
assignments. Each node of the latter sort contains a list of read locations, a write
location and a function for turning the read values into a value to be written.
The read list of a sub-graph node is the union of all the reads in the sub-graph.
Sub-graph nodes also contain write lists, consisting of all the writes made in the
sub-graph. There is an edge between two nodes if they have overlapping write
lists, or if one has a read contained in the other’s write list. Given such a pair of
nodes, the direction of the edge depends on the ordering between those nodes’
assignments in the original program.

We refer to a node containing a pending assignment as atomic. Though such
a node contains memory reads and an eventual write that might interleave with
other nodes’ execution, such a node can only be executed when the dependence
edges allow it, meaning that modeling its execution as atomic is justified.

The behavior of graph on an input memory is computed by repeatedly remov-
ing nodes with no incoming edges, and executing their assignments. Though
non-deterministic in its choice of nodes, this behaviour can only result in one
possible output memory. Similarly, parallel programs may exhibit transient non-
determinism, but if they are race-free, their execution will have only one possible
eventual result. If a program is not race-free, the action graph semantics cate-
gorizes this as an error: such a program has no corresponding action graph.

5.2 Creating Action Graphs from PseudoC

The function graphOf maps PseudoC programs to graphs. It is defined recursively
over the syntax of an executor program. Not all forms of PseudoC program are
convertible to action graphs; in particular, original code and executors cannot
include unbounded loops (e.g., while loops), nor Malloc calls.
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Because the execution of graphOf must both unwind executors with para-
meterized (but bounded) loops, and decide which branch of if-statements is
taken, the graphOf function takes an initial memory value as a parameter. It
also computes the memory that will result from the execution of the graph, so
that updated memory values can be passed through the program recursively.
This can be seen in the clause for the ForLoop mapping in Fig. 7.

graphOf m0 (ForLoop vnm d body) =
do

dvs ← dvalues m0 d;
FOLDL (λacc v.

do
(m, g) ← acc;
(m′, sg) ← graphOf m (body [vnm := v]);
SOME(m′,

g ⊕ 〈 reads := greads(sg);writes := gwrites(sg);
data := sg〉)

od)
(SOME(m0, ε))
dvs

od

Fig. 7. Calculating the graph of a for loop. This is a simplified version of the function
defined in HOL4. The FOLDL folds (or “reduces”) the computation of the graph. It
begins with the input memory m0 and an empty graph (ε). Each iteration over the
loop values (dvs) then returns an updated version of each, calculating a sub-graph (sg),
embedding this into a node (between the angle-brackets), and adding that node to the
accumulating graph.

The treatment of for-loops also demonstrates the use of and need for nested
action graphs: a loop’s body may contain multiple atomic assignments, or indeed
more, nested loops. When we perform our wavefront analysis, we want to sched-
ule entire loop bodies as a unit. The unit of computation with action graphs
is a single node, so loop bodies consisting of multiple atomic actions need to
have those actions bundled together into a sub-graph that is then treated as a
single node at the higher level. The graph construction for parallel loops is given
in Fig. 8.

Theorem 1. For all PseudoC programs p, if there exists a nested action-graph
g such that g = graphOf(p), then the program has only one possible behavior,
which is the same as that obtained by executing the graph g.

5.3 Characterizing Equivalence

With a correct action graph semantics in hand, the next step in our approach to
showing inspector/executor correctness is to characterize the conditions under
which the equivalence will hold. In essence, the task is to prove a theorem of the
form 〈inspector post-condition〉 ⇒ graphOf(old) = graphOf(new). We have not
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graphOf m0 (ParLoop vnm d body) =
do

dvs ← dvalues m0 d;
ns ← MAP (λv. do (m, sg) ← graphOf m0 (body[vnm := v]);

SOME(〈 reads := greads(sg);writes := gwrites(sg);
data := sg〉)

od) dvs;
assert(∀i j. i < j < |ns| ⇒ nsi 
∼t nsj);
g ← SOME(FOLDR(λa g. a ⊕ g) ε ns);
m ← nagEval g (SOME m0);
SOME(m, g)

od

Fig. 8. Calculating the action graph of a ParLoop. The sub-graphs are calculated inde-
pendently, under the MAP, which iterates over the loop’s domain values dvs. The mem-
ory resulting from each sub-graph computation (m) is ignored rather than being the
basis for the execution of the next iterations as in the handling of ForLoop. The assert
checks that none of the calculated sub-graphs have a dependence between each other.
The final graph is assembled by adding all of the nodes in ns to an empty graph, and
the final memory is calculated by evaluating that final graph with the graph evaluation
function, nagEval.

yet proved a theorem of this shape for the parallelizing wavefront transforma-
tion, but we can illustrate our approach with a simple example that has been
mechanically verified. This iteration reordering imagines a loop with a body
of the form A[W(i)] = ... A[R1(i)] ... A[Rn(i)] ..., where the assign-
ment target is a function W of the iteration index (perhaps via an indirection
array), and where the n reads are mediated through the various Ri functions
(again, possibly indirection arrays).

We have mechanically proved the following:

Theorem 2. With W and R specifying the program’s write and read informa-
tion as above, let ddepR(W,R, i, j) be true iff iteration i comes before iteration j
and they have the same write, or if one writes to one of the other’s reads. Then

(∀i j. i < j < N ∧ ddepR(W,R, i, j) ⇒ δ−1(i) < δ−1(j))∧
δ : {0 . . . N − 1} → {0 . . . N − 1} a bijection

⇒
(for(i=0;i<N;i++) {A[W (i)] = . . . A[Rj(i)] . . . }) =
(for(i=0;i<N;i++) {A[W (δ(i))] = . . . A[Rj(δ(i))] . . . })

Alternatively: as long as the inverse of the new indirection array/function does
not change the order of iterations that are connected with a data dependence, the
new executor will be equivalent to the old.

The proof of this result depends heavily on the existence of the action graph
domain into which the for-loops are mapped.
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5.4 Verifying the Inspector

When a theorem of the above form has been proved, the final stage of the
verification can be performed. That is, we must now confirm that the inspector
establishes the desired post-condition. Note that, as in the example above, we
aim to prove as general a post-condition as possible. If this is done, correct
inspectors may compute different reorderings or parallelizations.

Continuing our iteration reordering example, we have mechanically verified
that a permissible inspector is one that orders iterations by their wavefront
number. This is our last mechanically verified theorem:

Theorem 3. Sorting the iterations of a simple for loop with respect to the iter-
ations’ wavefront number generates a δ-function that is both a bijection over the
for-loop’s domain, and respects the dependence relation. This δ can then be used
to correctly reorder iterations, as per the equivalence of Sect. 5.3.

Even this much leaves aspects of the inspector’s implementation under-specified.
For example, the inspector must generate iterations’ wave numbers without
access to the complete action graph. Handling these sorts of details will move
what is verified ever closer to the code that actually executes.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work

We do not expect that correct transformations will ever be easy to verify. Rather,
our goal is to establish a verified library, one that couples verified executor
transformations with families of verified inspectors. These inspectors will have
been to shown to meet the transformations’ preconditions, allowing programmers
and compilers to deploy them safely.

The transformations will need to be as general as possible in two ways: with
general preconditions allowing multiple inspector strategies, and embodying gen-
eral patterns of code transformations.

Our mechanization effort is still ongoing, but we are confident that the
approach sketched here is a viable strategy. There is still more to be done:
(1) we want to express inspector implementations in a higher level language than
PseudoC, one where relevant notions such as binary relations and the operations
on them are first-class; (2) nonetheless, such a high-level language should have
a verified translation to PseudoC; and (3) we would like to formally capture the
compile-time syntactic analysis that leads to the inspector’s static knowledge of
where reads and writes occur are possible.

6 Related Work

Inspector/executor strategies were developed to find shared-memory, partial
parallelism in doacross loops [1,2] and to implement distributed memory paral-
lelism between doall loops that accessed distributed data [3]. Later data reorder-
ing transformations [4–7] and sparse tiling [8–10] was developed.
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Other related work includes formally showing the correctness of compilers
and translators, which is an exciting area of recent research progress. The Com-
pCert compiler by Leroy [30] has been formally shown to correctly translate a
mildly restricted subset of C to x86 assembly code with equivalent semantics.
The CompCert compiler performs register allocation, instruction scheduling, and
some data-flow optimizations, but does not include any parallelization.

In the context of irregular applications with indirect array accesses, Gilad
and Bodik [31] have developed a domain-specific language LL for transforming
dense matrices into various sparse matrix formats and showing the equivalence of
computations on the sparse matrix format to the corresponding computation on
the dense matrix format. This work is relevant to inspector/executor strategies as
the conversion between sparse matrix formats is typically done with an inspector.
However, this work does not look at parallelization transformations.

7 Conclusions

Parallelization transformations in compilers are typically determined correct
based on data dependence analysis and reasoning about how parallelization,
possibly in combination with other transformations, continue to satisfy such
dependencies. This approach assumes too much, especially in the context of
irregular applications with indirect memory references where it is necessary to
assume both that the data dependence analysis is correct and that the inspector
code is correct as well.

In this paper, we present a new approach for determining the correctness of
an inspector/executor strategy, ultimately aiming to provide a library of verified
inspector/executor parallelization transformations. All code (the original code,
inspector, and executor) are represented in our PseudoC language, which sep-
arates reads from writes. This language has two formal semantics: a small-step
operational semantics where reads and writes in separate iterations of a parallel
loop can execute concurrently, and one in terms of action graphs. The action
graph semantics allows the proof of program equivalences subject to certain
conditions. Inspector correctness then depends on showing that these conditions
are met. Important preliminaries and simple examples have already been fully
mechanized in HOL4; and work toward a fully verified wavefront parallelization
transformation is ongoing.
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